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The Nine–Headed Serpent Clan, one of the top ten powerful races in the Beast Galaxy, 
was also the kind of character that would seek revenge for the smallest grievance.  

After suffering such a big loss when facing David, naturally, Serpentine would not just 
let this go.  

In addition, they also knew the irreconcilable relationship between the Nine–Headed 
Serpent Clan and the humans from the Milky Way.  

The Nine–Headed Serpent Clan failed to conquer the Milky Way several times before.  

This time, an Eternal was born in the Milky Way and was so strong the moment he got 
into Eternal Realm.  

If David continued to grow, he would likely become the reason for the Nine–Headed 
Serpent Clan’s genocide in the future.  

Therefore, recently, they had been plotting against the Milky Way.  

The Nine–Headed Serpent Clan even spent a lot of money to ask two other two races to 
help.  

Even if they could not defeat the Milky Way, they had to remove David, a potentially 
huge threat.  

What the Nine–Headed Serpent Clan did not expect was that David would come to 
them before they could take action.  

‘Who gave him the courage?  

‘And what is this enormous tortoise at Eternal Realm?  

‘Also, is the young man next to David going to help him cause trouble for the Nine–
Headed Serpent Clan?’  

Serpentine and Lucius thought at the same time.  

Lucius looked at Serpentine, nodded slightly, and Serpentine signaled that he 
understood.  

He quietly took out an item from his hand and crushed it lightly.  



An invisible wave spread out and travelled into the distance.  

The speed was so fast that it could even penetrate the void.  

At this time, David and Amadi had reached the edge of the enormous tortoise’s back, 
standing opposite Serpentine and Lucius.  

David’s strong mind power had actually detected Serpentine’s small movements.  

However, he did not stop it.  

The other party was just calling for help.  

With Amadi, a Universe Enforcer, by his side, why would he be afraid of this?  

Plus, Celeste, a terrifying existence, was also behind him.  

‘Bring it on!  

‘Call as many helpers as you have.  

‘They will still be scared sh*tless when they hear the name ‘Universe Enforcer‘.’  

David was looking forward to this. If the helpers called by the Nine–Headed Serpent 
Clan knew that they were facing the Universe Enforcers, what kind of expression would 
they have?  

Would they work together to beat up the Nine–Headed Serpent Clan?  

“David, you are from the Milky Way, so what are you doing in the Beast Galaxy?” 
Serpentine asked.  

“What? Is only the Nine–Headed Serpent Clan is allowed to send people to mess with 
the Milky Way? Am I not allowed come to your territory from the Milky Way? What is 
this?” David sneered.  

“David, what nonsense are you talking about? We have been minding our business in 
the Beast Galaxy, when did we ever cross over to mess with the Milky Way? Don’t 
spout nonsense,” Serpentine said angrily. “Tsk tsk tsk… Serpentine, I’ve met a lot of 
shameless people, but this is the first time I’ve seen such a shameless one. 
Subordinates imitate their superiors‘ vices indeed. It seems that all Nine–Headed 
Serpents are just like you.”  

“You…”  

Serpentine was at a loss for words after David retorted.  



“David, you’re in the Beast Galaxy and this is the Nine–Headed Serpent Clan’s territory, 
not the Milky Way. Tell us why you’re here, if not, don’t blame me for being merciless,” 
Lucius interrupted.  

“How merciless are you going to be? Come at me! I will accept everything you have!” 
David said in disdain.  

Lucius looked at David and did not continue wasting his breath.  

Instead, he roared, “Everyone, an Eternal from the Milky Way came to the Beast Galaxy 
to ride roughshod over everyone. If we let him continue, how will the Beast Galaxy 
continue to show our faces to others? What do you think?”  

After he said that, a voice snapped back.  
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“Lucius, stop trying to stir up everyone’s emotions. This is a matter between the Nine–
Headed Serpent Clan and the Milky Way. Don’t drag everyone into it. You have done 
the deed and have reaped all the benefits, but now you want everyone to help you now 
that your opponent is here to seek revenge. What kind of logic is this?”  

The one who spoke was Tarzan, the head of the Titan Giant Ape Clan of the Beast 
Galaxy.  

The Titan Giant Ape Clan and Nine–Headed Serpent Clan were old enemies.  

The two races had fought for tens of thousands of years, and they each had enjoyed 
their fair share of victories. At this point, neither side had a way to deal with the other.  

How could Tarzan miss this opportunity to taunt the Nine–Headed Serpent Clan?  

“Tarzan! The grievance between us is a matter within the Beast Galaxy, but now this 
involves two galaxies. Aren’t you from the Beast Galaxy? Or have you already joined 
hands with the opponent?” Lucius roared.  

If David had not found helpers and had three Eternals by his side, Lucius would have 
already teamed up with Serpentine to take care of David.  

Even if they could not kill David, they would seriously injure him to teach him a profound 
lesson so that he could not continue to grow.  



Now, their opponent had three Eternals, so even if Lucius recruited two more helpers, it 
would be four against three, and they would not be able to cause fatal damage to 
David.  

Lucius had to get the other races of the Beast Galaxy to side with him.  

If he was successful, he would have a good chance of killing David right here.  

It was true that Eternals were immortal, but as long as Lucius used all of his strength to 
destroy everything in David in an instant without leaving him with even a single drop of 
blood, then David would not be able to regenerate even if he had all the ability in the 
world.  

This was a one–and–done approach.  

“Lucius, stop falsely accusing me. Who the hell joined forces with the Milky Way? I just 
can’t stand you Nine–Headed Serpent Clan. In order to grow quickly, you guys actually 
want to raise humans, the most efficacious creatures of all, to be your food. This is 
already an open secret. Over the years, you have infiltrated the Milky Way so many 
times to try to control human beings. Now that they have an Eternal and are here for 
revenge, you threaten everyone using a virtuous cause. Why didn’t you think about this 
when you were eating humans?”  

Tarzan rattled on, stating all the things that the Nine–Headed Serpent Clan had done to 
the Milky Way over the years.  

He could tell David was coming in strong this time.  

Obviously, David was fully prepared and had come to take revenge.  

As long as the other races of Beast Galaxy did not intervene, the Nine–Headed Serpent 
Clan would be in danger today.  

In other words, even if they escaped this catastrophe, they would definitely suffer 
serious damage.  

This was undoubtedly the best news for Titan Giant Ape Clan.  

Even if the Titan Giant Ape Clan were burly, they were not fools.  

Any race that could transform into humans were not stupid.  

They also knew to take advantage of the situation to create the best outcome for 
themselves.  

“Tarzan, I will tear your mouth right off your face if you keep f*cking talking nonsense!”  



At this moment, Lucius‘ anger was about to erupt.  

What they did was hardly a secret in the Beast Galaxy, but it was different when Tarzan 
said it in front of  

everyone.  

The success rate of Lucius‘ plan to leverage the dispute between galaxies to kill David 
plummeted to  

near zero.  

“You know better than anyone else in your heart if I am talking nonsense. Everyone, 
please don’t help this guy, they should bear the consequences of their own mistakes.”  

“You…”  

Lucius stared at the void in Tarzan’s direction.  

The energy in his body began to fluctuate violently.  

A layer of golden light appeared on the surface of his body.  

This was the first sign of the activation of the Eternal Golden Body.  

 


